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Work on the River
Employment at the Hoover Dam
Michelle Follette Turk

ON OCTOBER 20, 2012, I was invited to speak to a
delightful group of K–12 teachers for a Northern Arizona
History Academy Teaching American History (NAHA
TAH) workshop through Northern Arizona University’s
Department of History. The talk focused on my research
interests on occupational safety and health in twentieth
century American industries, reconstructing the history
of work at the Hoover Dam through primary source documents. The NAHA TAH workshop also presented me
with the exciting challenge to translate my research into
a lesson plan. By integrating primary sources in this
lesson, students can learn about employment on the
Colorado River by becoming a historian, interpreting
the documents, and drawing conclusions for themselves.
Richard White’s chapter in Uncommon Ground, “Are
You an Environmentalist, or Do You Work for a
Living” and his book, The Organic Machine, provide an
excellent discussion on the concept of understanding a
place through work. Using the Columbia River as a
case study, White introduces us to how human beings
knew the river through the work the river demanded of
them. The energy of the Columbia River, he writes, was
“felt in human bones and sinews.” Accounts of constructing the Hoover Dam were similar. The workers
displayed a sense of excitement, struggle, and anxiety
towards the Colorado River. They knew the energy of
the river and expanded their own energy to harness its
mighty power. This relationship ultimately shaped the
organization of work.
It is difficult to understand this connection in our
modern lives. As White aptly points out, machines do
most of our work. We no longer understand work
through physical labor. The lesson fosters student
understanding of the concept of work during the Great
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Depression. Employed Americans during the 1930s
were only slightly better off than the unemployed. Since
the workforce comprised mostly unskilled laborers
hired on a temporary basis, employers offered meager
wages and there was little promise of career advancement. Many employees were forced to ignore safety
standards to maximize production and retain their
jobs, subjecting themselves and their coworkers to dangerous working conditions.
The dire economic situation expedited projects like
the Hoover Dam. The history of the dam, however, began long before the Great Depression. Beginning in
1902, government hydrographers and geologists began
identifying potential dam sites on the lower Colorado
River. By 1923, Congressman Phil Swing and Senator
Hiram Johnson led a legislative effort that introduced
the first Boulder Canyon Project Act, and in December
1928, President Calvin Coolidge approved the Boulder Canyon Project Act, authorizing the construction
of a dam and reservoir 25 miles from Las Vegas, Nevada. It would be the highest dam ever constructed
and create the largest reservoir in the world. The dam’s
purpose was to impound the surplus floodwaters of
the Colorado River for the use of irrigation, regulate the
flow of the river to improve navigation, and house a
hydroelectric energy plant. The Bureau of Reclamation
expected that the project would take six years to complete from the time construction began in 1931, and the
first units of operation would be available in 1935.
Six Companies Inc., a joint venture of seven construction companies, secured the main contract in March
1931. The contractor provided employment through the
U.S. Employment Service in cooperation with the State
of Nevada. Since announcing the construction timeline
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in 1930, the Boulder Canyon Project attracted hundreds
of unemployed men to Las Vegas. While some were miners and cowboys from the Western range, most had never
experienced hard physical labor in a desert climate. Six
Companies ultimately began the project six months
ahead of schedule and was not equipped to protect its
workers from the summer heat or provide adequate housing, sanitary facilities, and medical care. The contractor
also authorized the use of gasoline-fueled vehicles
underground to construct the diversion tunnels, exposing
workers to dangerous levels of carbon monoxide. Eventually, the considerable health risks forced Six Companies to develop a comprehensive occupational safety
and health program, and provide other benefits to maintain a healthy workforce. For further reading on the history of Hoover Dam, see Michael Hiltzik, Colossus:
Hoover Dam and the Making of the American Century
(2010); Joseph E. Stevens, Hoover Dam: An American
Adventure (1990); Michelle Follette Turk, “Dead Roses
and Blooming Deserts: The Medical History of a New
Deal Icon” (2007); and Guy Rocha, “The IWW and the
Boulder Canyon Project: The Final Death Throes of
American Syndicalism,” (1978).
This lesson provides a way to understand both the
Colorado River and the experience of workers on the river. It also encourages student comprehension of employment during the 1930s. The Great Depression is often
characterized as a time where workers were mistreated
by employers and in little position to insist on their
rights. By studying the documents, students can evaluate
if this is an accurate portrayal. Teachers will ultimately
be able to convey that there are no absolute answers in
historical study. Employment at the Hoover Dam typified both positive and negative features. A memorial
plaque at the dam sets the number of workers killed during its construction at ninety-six, but the real figure was
nearly double. Indeed, damming the Colorado River was
a dangerous venture and Six Companies often valued the
bottom line over the workers’ lives. But the project also
established a precedent-setting effort by Six Companies
and the federal government to provide a comprehensive
occupational safety and health program, room and board,
and competitive wages during a desperate economic
time. Most workers felt lucky to have a job and knew
they could easily be replaced. The objective of this lesson is for students to view history and the actors within
events as complex, motivated by a multitude of factors.
Subject: United States History
Topic: The Hoover Dam
Grade Level: High School
Duration:
Two 55 minute class periods. Students will participate
in this lesson in small groups and individually.

Essential Question:
The Great Depression is often characterized as a time
where workers were mistreated by employers and in
little position to insist on their rights. Was this an
accurate characterization?
Objectives:
Students will explain how employment at the Hoover
Dam was characterized by both positive and negative
features.
Context:
During the Great Depression, the United States experienced widespread unemployment after plummeting
stock prices and a virtual stop in industrial production
and construction. Employed Americans during the
1930s, however, were only slightly better off than the
unemployed. Since the workforce mostly comprised
unskilled laborers hired on a temporary basis, employers generally provided meager wages with little
promise of career advancement. Many employees
were forced to ignore safety standards to retain their
jobs, subjecting themselves and their coworkers to
dangerous working conditions. The dire economic situation expedited projects like the Hoover Dam, which
at the height of construction in June 1934 employed
5,128 workers. Using Hoover Dam as a case study,
this lesson encourages student understanding of
employment during the Great Depression.
Activities:
Day One
1. Take a 55 minute class period to provide students
with a background of the history of the Hoover
Dam in the context of the Great Depression. Reading sources for teachers include Michael Hiltzik’s
Colossus: Hoover Dam and the Making of the
American Century (2010); Michelle Follette Turk,
“Dead Roses and Blooming Deserts: The Medical
History of a New Deal Icon” (2007); and Guy
Rocha, “The IWW and the Boulder Canyon Project: The Final Death Throes of American Syndicalism,” (1978). Teachers may also find it beneficial to assign one of the articles to students for
homework.
Day Two
1. Begin class by asking students to write a brief
response to the essential question.
The Great Depression is often characterized as a
time where workers were mistreated by employers
and in little position to insist on their rights. Was
this an accurate characterization?
2. Ask for one response from a student who answered
“Yes” and one from a student who answered “No.”
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3. Place the documents in “stations” around the classroom, which students will visit in small groups.
Give them 5–10 minutes to read the document and
fill in the graphic organizer together. It would probably help to mix the groups so that there are higher
achieving students working together with students
who may struggle with this assignment.
4. For each document, ask students to answer the following questions:
Who wrote the document? What was their motive?
Are they reliable?
What year was the document written? What does
that tell us about the document?
Is there anything about the document that is interesting or confusing?
What does the document tell us about the people
hired to build the Hoover Dam? What work
did they do? What was their life like?
If forced to choose, does the document reflect the
mistreatment of the employees?
Assessment
After the students visit all the “stations,” ask them to
write an individual reflection that begins with the
essential question. Do they think the Hoover Dam
employees were mistreated by their employer or presented with an exceptional opportunity? Next, have
them explore the relevance of work conditions and the
changing nature of work from then to now. How has
employment changed since the Great Depression?
One way to pique their interest is to have them consider dangerous working conditions in the present and
the responsibility that employers and the government
have to provide the benefits emphasized in the Hoover
Dam example. Linking the content to their lives may
also help better engage the material. Ask them how
the Hoover Dam employees’ work and benefits compare with their parents’ work and benefits. This
activity can be a take-home assignment if they need
additional time. Students should be evaluated on the
quality and thoughtfulness of their answers, and the
ability to compare and contrast the Hoover Dam experience and industry today. An answer that meets
expectations should also include evidence from the
documents.
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Resources
A. Information to Applicants for Employment at
Boulder Dam: Boulder Canyon Project, June 1,
1933, Cahlan Collection, Nevada State Museum
and Archives, Las Vegas, Nevada.
B. Notice to All Employees, Allbritton v. Six
Companies, McNamee Collection, Nevada State
Museum and Archives, Las Vegas, Nevada.
C. Florence L. Jones, Las Vegas Review-Journal
Reporter, to the Salt Lake Tribune and Los Angeles Times, Telegram, Cahlan Collection, June
12, 1935, Nevada State Museum and Archives,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
D. Affidavit of J. C. Bowles, Six Companies Inc. v.
A.J. Stinson, Eighth Judicial District Court of
Nevada, No. C-191, November 13, 1931, RG 48
Records of the Department of Interior, Office of
the Interior, Los Angeles, Boulder Canyon
Project Files.
E. Dan Costello, Six Companies Inc. Insurance
Department, to Florence L. Jones, Las Vegas
Review-Journal Reporter, November 23, 1934,
Cahlan Collection, Nevada State Museum and
Archives, Las Vegas, Nevada.
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THE HOOVER DAM
Name: ________________________________________
Date: ____________________ Period: ______________
Description

Positive Features

Negative Features

Document A:
Employment
Information

Document B:
Employee Medical
Coverage

Document C:
Strike Telegram

Document D:
Affidavit of
J. C. Bowles

Document E:
Fatality Statistics
Letter
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Document A. Employment Information (page 1)
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Document A. Employment Information (page 2)
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Document B. Employee Medical Coverage
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Document C. Strike Telegram
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Document D. Affidavit of J. C. Bowles (page 1)
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Document D. Affidavit of J. C. Bowles (page 2)
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Document E. Fatality Statistics Letter
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